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Abstract. Inspired by the Tim Berners-Lee’s vision of a Semantic Web, this work aims 
to present an approach to regulate open Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) based on ontolo-
gies plus layers of logic and rules for data inference. In our approach, a top-down 
modeling of laws is designed for regulating an open MAS. We propose to regulate 
agents’ actions based on four levels of abstractions: Environment laws, organization 
laws, role laws and interaction laws. These levels of regulations are represented by a 
domain independent normative ontology, which has the six related main concepts: En-
vironment, Organization, Role, Action, Norm and Penalty. The layer of logic from our 
solution is composed of a combination of Description Logic, Deontic Logic and some 
ideas from Defeasible Logic. The rule layer is composed of user defined rules and a 
rule-based inference engine. Some advantages of this work are: automatic composition 
of laws by using rules and inference, facility to regulate agents’ actions considering all 
the designed law levels, consistency check for pre-defined laws, and support for black-
boxes agents to reason about laws in open MAS. 

Keywords: Ontologies and Agent Systems, Logics for Agent Systems. 

Resumo. Inspirado pela visão de Tim Berners-Lee da Web Semântica, este trabalho vi-
as apresentar uma aproximação para regular Sistemas Multi-Agentes (SMA) abertos 
baseado em ontologias mais camadas de lógica e regras para inferência de dados. Em 
nossa aproximação, uma modelagem top-down de leis é projetada para regulamentação 
de SMA abertos. Nós propomos regular ações de agentes baseados em quatro níveis de 
abstrações: Leis de Ambiente, Leis de Organização, Leis de Papel e Leis de Interação. Estes 
níveis de regulamentação são representados por uma ontologia normativa indepen-
dente de domínio, a qual possui os seis conceitos principais relacionados: Environment, 
Organization, Role, Action, Norm e Penalty. A camada lógica da nossa solução é compos-
ta pela combinação de Description Logic, Deontic Logic e algumas idéias de Defeasible Lo-
gic. A camada de regras é composta por regras definidas por usuários e uma máquina 
de inferência baseada em regras. Algumas vantagens desse trabalho são: composição 
automática de regras pela utilização de regras e inferência, facilidade de regular ações 
de agentes considerando todos os níveis de leis projetados, checagem de consistência 
para leis pré-definidas, e suporte para agentes caixas-pretas raciocinarem sobre leis em 
SMA ambientes. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

Agents are autonomous flexible entities acting in order to meet their design objectives – 
they are, in short terms, goal-oriented entities [24]. Agents play in Multi-Agent Systems 
(MAS), which are typically open (agents can get in and out) and have no single central-
ized designer [23]. Agents are self-governed autonomous entities that usually interact 
based only on their own beliefs and capabilities [1], and with some intended individual 
or a collective purpose. Openness [21] has led to software systems that have no central-
ized control and that are composed of autonomous entities [2], as agents. Key charac-
teristics of open MAS are: agent heterogeneity, conflicting individual goals and limited 
trust [4]. The design of open systems is a new paradigm in the software development 
field. 

In the development of an open MAS, regulation of agents’ actions is a very impor-
tant aspect in the system’s design. To regulate agents’ action in an efficient way, some 
issues have to be addressed: (i) how to express laws in a meaningful  and precise way 
for agents to understand those, (ii) how to provide a semantic support for agents to de-
cide what to do, and (iii) how an open MAS can be regulated by laws. 

In (i), laws have to be addressed even when they are expressed in different nota-
tions. For instance, an environment of an open MAS can be composed of three coun-
tries: Brazil, USA and Germany. Agents in this environment can move around from 
one country to the others as many times they want. However, different countries have 
same laws, which are normally expressed in distinct ways. Moreover, agents have to 
obey and understand the laws of each country whenever they migrate from one place 
to another one. In the urban traffic domain, traffic signs express the laws. Figure.1 illus-
trates different law representations by country: in the first line, we depict the “Pedes-
trians prohibited” sign in Germany (left side) and in Brazil (right side); in the second 
line, we depict the German sign of “Recommended speed limit” (left side) and the 
“Speed limit” sign in Brazil (right side); and in the third line, we depict the “Road 
closed” signs in Germany (left side) and in USA (right side). Human drivers have to 
read from books these urban traffic laws in order to learn the meanings of the traffic 
signs and how to act according to them. However, we cannot assume that heterogene-
ous agents are able to automatically understand laws in different languages and in dif-
ferent notations. Laws for agents have to be written in a common language in order to 
provide precise information for machine understanding. 

 
Figure.1. Different traffic signs by country 

In (ii), laws have to be addressed to agents decide which action to perform, such as 
the selection of actions that are permitted, obligated and prohibited. Autonomous 
normative agents are entities that are able to take into account the existence of social 
norms in their decisions (either to follow or violate a norm) and are able to react to the 
violations of norms by other agents [11]. Normative agents have a semantic support to 
decide, for example, what to do when unpredictable situations happen. For instance, 
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Figure.2 illustrates such situation: an agent is driving in a road and another agent is in 
his back side. Suddenly, a cow appears in front of his car. What should the agent do? 
There is a clear tradeoff in the selection of his action: kill the cow or crash the car? This 
decision has to be based on the consequences of the selected action, i.e. the action that 
has the smallest penalty. 

 

Figure.2. An example of an unpredictable situation 

In (iii), this third issue has to be addressed after the issues (i) and (ii) have been ad-
dressed. There is a clear dependency of this third issue with the first two others, e.g. to 
regulate an open MAS with laws it is necessary to express laws in a meaningful  and 
precise way for agents to understand those, and to provide a semantic support for the 
selection of the actions by agents.  

Seeking the identification of a taxonomy for regulations in an open MAS, issues (i), 
(ii) and (iii) have been addressed in previous works [16] and [17], and continue being 
addressed in this work, as an evolution of the two others. However, this work also 
proposes some guidelines for regulating an open MAS based on ontologies plus layers 
of logic and rules for agents to reason about laws. Our solution is inspired by the Tim 
Berners-Lee’s vision of a Semantic Web [8], where the “Ontology support” layer is the 
base of the “Logic” and “KR rules” layers, according to his “Semantic Web Layer Cake 
design” [9], illustrated in Figure.3. 

 

Figure.3. The Semantic Web Layer Cake design, from [9] 

The aim of this paper is to describe how the regulation of an open MAS can be 
sweetened when the reasoning about laws is required for agents. The paper is organ-
ized as follow: the next section describes our guidelines for regulations in open MAS 
with a formal support; section 3 presents a case study from the supply chain domain 
that was implemented to validate our solution; section 4 briefly discussed some related 
work; and, finally, the conclusions and future works are presented in Section 5. 
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2  GUIDELINES FOR REGULATIONS IN OPEN MAS WITH A 
FORMAL SUPPORT 
A MAS is composed, mainly, of environments, organizations, agents and agents’ inter-
actions [24]. Environments [34] are computational infrastructures that provide the con-
ditions for agents to inhabit it. An environment can be composed of many organiza-
tions, i.e. partitions and groups of entities such as departments, communities and so-
cieties [18]. An organization from a MAS is composed of a group of agents playing 
roles in it. Roles characterize the positions of agents in organizations. Organizations 
define roles and can also define sub-organizations. At the same time, an agent can be-
long to many organizations from only one environment [30]. However, agents with the 
mobility characteristic can move from one environment to another or can register or 
leave organizations, obeying or not their defined laws. 

To decrease the difficulty of implementing regulations in open MAS, a top-down 
model of laws is defined. In this approach, an evolution of [16] and [17], the four levels 
of abstractions are proposed: (i) environment laws, (ii) organization laws, (iii) role laws 
and (iv) interaction laws. Environment laws are those that are applied to all agents 
from the regulated environment, independently of its organizations, roles and interac-
tions. Organization laws are those that are applied to all agents from the regulated or-
ganization, independently of its roles and interactions. Role laws are those that are ap-
plied to all agents playing the regulated role, independently of its interactions. Interac-
tion laws are those that are applied to all agents involved in the regulated interaction. 

Norms can regulate environments, organizations, agents’ roles and interactions, 
and, consequently, can control the actions performed in an open MAS defining which 
are permitted, obligated and prohibited. A permitted norm defines that an act is al-
lowed to be performed; an obligatory norm defines that an act must be performed; a 
prohibited norm defines that an act must not be performed. The three types of norms 
described represent the three fundamental deontic statuses of an act [3] from Deontic 
Logic [34]. Deontic Logic enables to address the issue of explicitly and formally defin-
ing norms and dealing with their possible violation. 

To provide norms regulation according to the Deontic Logic and consciousness of 
agents in open MAS, a semantic support is desired. This type of support can be given 
by ontologies, making the represented information of a domain easier for machines to 
automatically process their meanings [25]. 
2.1  A Domain Independent Normative Ontology to Assist Regulations in 
Open MAS 

Ontologies are conceptual models that embody shared conceptualizations of a given 
domain [20]. Ontology languages are designed to be used by applications (machines) 
that need to process the content of information instead of just presenting information 
to humans [31]. 

Normative ontologies are those that have the norm concept as a central asset. This 
kind of ontology provides information for norm-autonomous agents, committed to 
their roles, guide their behaviors on, for example, goals and plans. A norm-
autonomous agent capable of obtaining the semantic support provided by a normative 
ontology (its internal structure accesses ontologies) is an agent with intelligence for 
norm violation by action selection mechanisms. Action selection mechanisms [10], [33] 
permit effectiveness for agents to achieve their goals. 
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In this work, we propose a domain independent normative ontology, designed in 
order to assist regulations in open MAS. The ontology restricts, with norms and their 
associated penalties, agents’ actions by the four levels of regulations: environment 
laws, organization laws, role laws and interaction laws. The three first levels are repre-
sented in the ontology by the six related main concepts (illustrate in Figure.4), all in the 
same hierarchical level: Environment, Organization, Role, Norm, Penalty and Action. 
The representation of interaction laws is dependent of domains and, because of this, it 
is not presented in the domain independent ontology. 

 

Figure.4. A domain independent normative ontology 

The six related domain independent concepts from our approach have specific data 
associated with them. The Environment concept holds its norms. The Organization con-
cept holds its norms and all environments where the organization belongs to. The Role 
concept holds its norms and the organization where it can be played in. The Norm con-
cept holds its associated penalties, to inhibit norm violation, and its regulated actions. 
The Penalty concept holds a fine to be given if its associated norm is violated. The Ac-
tion concept holds the actions that must be regulated because those bring effects to en-
vironments, organizations or other agents. The Norm and Penalty concepts are special-
ized in sub-concepts according to the permitted, obligated and prohibited statuses of 
an act from Deontic Logic. 

As written before, the level of interaction laws is dependent of domains and, be-
cause of this, its representation is not presented in the domain independent ontology. 
However, interaction laws must be implemented during the ontology extension and 
instantiation processes by following the representation pattern from the Semantic Web 
Best Practices document [26]. This pattern defines that the relation object itself is repre-
sented by a created concept and it has to be linked to the others concepts from the rela-
tion. For instance, in interaction laws’ representations, the created object is a sub-
concept from the Norm concept and it has to be linked to Role concepts. The represen-
tation pattern is suggested when the relation between concepts are relevant and strong, 
has associated information with it and more than one participant needs to be ad-
dressed explicitly. For instance, Figure.5 illustrates how the same relation between A 
and B, A and C, B and C, and vice-versa should be designed according to the pattern. 
The box with the “P” letter represents the created relation object. 
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Figure.5. Defining N-ary relations, from [26] 

With our top-down modeling of laws at different levels for regulation and the on-
tology support for such representations, interactions considering all related defined 
law levels can be regulated easily. An interaction is among instances of roles; each role 
has its norms and its organization; each organization has its norms and its environ-
ments; each environment has its norms. In all the regulated levels, norms can be ac-
cessed by a backward chaining. Agents have to act compliant with all their defined 
laws, otherwise, penalties from violated norms are given to them. A scenario where 
interactions are regulated considering all the defined law levels is illustrated in Fig-
ure.6, which has some interactions represented in it by arrows. 
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Figure.6. Examples of regulated interactions 

In Figure.6, “South America” is an environment; “Dell” and “HP” are main organi-
zations; “Dell Brazil” and “Dell Uruguay” are sub-organizations from “Dell”; “HP Bra-
zil” and “HP Argentina” are sub-organizations from “HP”; “Supplier” and “Manufac-
turer” are Dell roles; and, finally, “Supplier”, “Manufacturer”, “Distributor” and “Re-
tailer” are HP roles. Agents from the Dell and Hp organizations while interacting can 
be regulated by the norms from Dell (for agents from Dell), HP (for agents from HP) 
and South America. Suppliers and manufacturers from Dell Brazil while interacting 
can be regulated by the norms from Dell Brazil, Dell and South America. Manufactur-
ers from Dell Brazil while interacting with manufacturers from Dell Uruguay can be 
regulated by the norms from Dell Brazil, Dell Uruguay, Dell and South America. Sup-
pliers from Dell Uruguay while interacting with manufacturers from HP Argentina can 
be regulated by the norms from Dell Uruguay, HP Argentina, Dell, HP and South 
America. All the concepts from the example have information to permit a backward 
chaining to access their associated norms. 
2.2  A Logic Support to Assist Regulations in Open MAS 

A logic layer is designed in our approach by a combination of Description Logic [6], 
Deontic Logic [34] and some ideas from Defeasible Logic [27] in order to assist regula-
tions in open MAS for agents to reason about laws. Description Logic is added to the 
ontology layer by writing OWL-DL [7] normative ontologies. OWL-DL is an ontology 
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type that supports reasoners for Description Logic. Deontic Logic is used in the logic 
layer to define permitted, obligated and prohibited actions as sub-concepts of the 
Norm concept from the normative ontology of our approach. The ideas from Defeasi-
ble Logic are concentrated in how its theory can resolve the existing conflicts when the 
laws from the organization and environment levels have to be combined, i.e. some-
times it is not desire that all norms from all organization’s environments be added to 
the organization laws. 

Defeasible Logic theory is composed of five elements: Facts (indisputable state-
ments), Strict Rules (whenever the premises are indisputable, e.g. facts, then so is the 
conclusion), Defeasible Rules (rules that can be defeated by contrary evidence), Defeat-
ers (rules that cannot be used to draw any conclusions, their only use is to prevent 
some conclusions. They are used to defeat some defeasible rules by producing evi-
dence to the contrary) and a Superiority Relation among Rules (used to define priori-
ties among rules, i.e., where one rule may override the conclusion of another rule) [27]. 

Defeasible Logic can be successfully used to resolve conflicts by using the superior-
ity relation among rules and to just fire rules of the ideal combination of organization 
laws and environment laws. For instance, Figure.7 illustrates a conflict situation when 
the Dell organization inherits all its environment laws from South America, Brazil and 
Uruguay. In South America is prohibited to ship incomplete orders (a defeasible rule), 
but in Brazil is permitted to do that (a defeater). Using the Defeasible Logic ideas to 
resolve the conflict, a rule can be written specifying that Brazil and Uruguay are envi-
ronments more specific than South America and, because of this, their rules have 
greater priority than the South America ones. In this way, the conflict is resolved by 
letting incomplete order to be shipped in Brazil. 

 

Figure.7. An example for use the Defeasible Logic ideas 

Defeasible Logic can also be used when agents from different organizations of the 
same environment are interacting and it is desire that only the laws from the same en-
vironment are inherited, without the laws from the others organizations’ environ-
ments. For example, during interactions between agents from the Dell and HP organi-
zations in Uruguay, it is not necessary/desirable that norms from others environments, 
like the Brazil one, are inherited. In this case, the ideal combination of organization 
laws and environment laws are the Dell, HP, Uruguay and South America norms 
without the norms from Brazil. In this case, Defeasible Logic can be used to specify that 
only the laws from the same environment of the organizations interacting will be in-
herited, e.g. only norms from Uruguay and South America have to be inherited. 
2.3  A Rule Support to Assist Regulations in Open MAS 

Rules can be defined for data inference and to assist regulations in open MAS for 
agents to reason about laws. The rule layer has rules defined based on the normative 
ontology taxonomy, i.e. rules can be specified considering the defined concepts and 
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relations from the normative ontology. From specified rules and by using a rule based 
inference engine [29], data can be inferred. For instance, Table 1 has three rules speci-
fied (r1, r2 and r3) representing that role’s norms can also have the norms from the or-
ganization where the role is played in (r2) and the norms from the environments where 
the organization belongs to (r3). The concepts “Role”, “Organization” and “Environ-
ment”, and the relations “hasNorm”, “isPlayedIn” and “belongsTo” are specified in 
the normative ontology. With the rules specified and the ontology filled with data (in-
stances), if a question about “what are the norms of a role?” is proposed to the infer-
ence engine, the answer will follow the steps: a role has norms; for each organization 
where the role is played in, the role also has its organizations’ norms (r2); for each or-
ganization where the role is played in and for each environment where the organiza-
tions belongs to, the role also has its environments’ norms (r3). 

Table 1. Examples of rules for normative ontologies 
@prefix tacUri: <http://www.owl-ontologies.com/tac.owl#>. 
@include <RDFS>. 

 
-> table(rdfs:subClassOf). 
 
[r1: (?A rdfs:subClassOf ?C)  
         <- (?A rdfs:subClassOf ?B) (?B rdfs:subClassOf ?C)] 
 
[r2: (?Role tacUri:hasNorm ?RoleNorm)  
      (?Role tacUri:isPlayedIn ?Organization)  
      (?Organization tacUri:hasNorm ?OrganizationNorm)  
         -> (?Role tacUri:hasNorm ?OrganizationNorm)] 

 
[r3: (?Role tacUri:hasNorm ?RoleNorm)  
      (?Role tacUri:isPlayedIn ?Organization)  
      (?Organization tacUri:hasNorm ?OrganizationNorm)  
      (?Organization tacUri:belongsTo ?Environment) 
      (?Environment tacUri:hasNorm ?EnvironmentNorm)  
         -> (?Role tacUri:hasNorm ?EnvironmentNorm)] 

3  CASE STUDY 
The Supply Chain Management (SCM) game from the Trading Agent Competition 
(TAC) is the case study chosen to be presented in this work. The TAC is an interna-
tional forum designed to promote and encourage high quality research into the trading 
agent problem. The TAC SCM game [5] was designed to capture many of the chal-
lenges involved in supporting dynamic supply chain practices, while keeping the rules 
of the game simple enough to entice a large number of competitors to submit entries. 

A supply chain consists of all parties, directly or indirectly, that have the main goal 
of fulfilling customer requests [12]. The planning and coordination of activities in a 
supply chain is the main concern of the supply chain management. Nowadays, an ef-
fective supply chain management is vital to obtain competitiveness in constantly 
changing markets. Current supply chains are still static and rely on long-term relation-
ships among key trading partners. However, there is a need for more flexible and dy-
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namic practices that can offer better matches between suppliers and customers as mar-
ket conditions change. 

For the case study, some laws from the TAC SCM specifications [13] were identified 
and classified according to the four levels of regulations proposed in this work. The 
classifications were based on the definitions of the levels of regulations given in the 
Section 2, but it is known that the border between each level, sometimes, is unclear. For 
those cases, the classifications can be discussed. To simplify the presentation, just one 
environment (the TAC environment), one organization (the TAC main organization) 
and three roles (supplier, manufacturer and customer) will be considered. 
1. Environment Laws: 

1.1. Trading designed to benefit some other agent at the expense of the trader's own 
utility is not allowed. 
1.2. Denial-of-service attacks are not allowed. Agents may not employ API opera-
tions for the purpose of occupying or loading the game servers. 
1.3. Organizations cannot be composed of more than six agents playing together. 
1.4. Organizations have a fixed life time of 220 days. 
1.5. To get in the environment, agents have to connect to a game server. 
1.6. Communication with the agent during a game is not allowed. Agents may ob-
tain runtime game information only via the defined auction API. 

2. Organization Laws: 
2.1. Is allowed to carry a negative balance in agents’ bank account. 
2.2. Organizations have to follow the model direct sales to customer, i.e., sales in the 
organization can just be made between the suppliers and manufacturers or between 
manufacturers and customers. 

3. Supplier Role Laws: 
3.1. Only complete orders are shipped. The only exception is in the last day of the 
game when partial orders are shipped. 
3.2. Orders are not shipped before their due dates. 
3.3. Every order has a down payment of 10%. 

4. Manufacturer Role Laws: 
4.1. Every shipped order must be paid. 
4.2. Every manufacturer can only produce if all the required components are avail-
able in his inventory. 
4.3. Every manufacturer can only ship products if they are available in his inven-
tory. 
4.4. Every manufacturer has an assembly cell that cannot process more than 2000 
cycles/day. 

5. Customer Role Laws: 
5.1. Every shipped order must be paid. 
5.2. Every request for quotes (RFQs) has to have specified in it: product type, quan-
tity due date, reserve price, penalty amount and maximum price per unit that the 
customer is willing to pay. 
5.3. The valid bid with the lowest price has to be chosen. 
5.4. A randomly choice has to be made when valid bids tied. 
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6. Interaction Laws between Manufacturers and Suppliers: 
6.1. Suppliers have to answer all manufacturers’ RFQs. 
6.2. Manufacturers can only send 5 RFQs/day to each supplier for each of the pro-
ducts offered. 
6.3. Suppliers have to ignore subsequent orders if more than one type (partial offer or 
earliest complete offer) was done in a day. 

7. Interaction Laws between Manufacturers: 
7.1. A manufacturer cannot sell to another manufacturer. 

8. Interaction Laws between Manufacturers and Customers: 
8.1. If a RFQ was sent by a customer to a manufacturer, all others manufacturers 
have to receive RFQs too. 
8.2. Bid of manufacturers must address the entire quantity specified in the RFQ 
from customers. 
8.3. Bid of manufacturers must be delivered on the due date specified in the RFQ. 
8.4. Bid prices of manufacturers must be below or equal to the reserve price speci-
fied by the customer in the RFQ. 

The approach of identifying and classifying the laws according to our four levels of 
regulations is extremely important for implementing systems in a supply chain do-
main. In the lifecycle of these systems, new laws are included and existing laws are 
modified to support new business practices and new regulations. Consequently, it is 
important to have a flexible design that can incorporate these changes easily. For in-
stance, in order to make the TAC game level more difficult, interaction and role laws 
can evolve and environment and organizations laws don’t need to. 

3.1  Case Study Implementation 

After identifying some TAC SCM laws in its specification document and classifying 
those in all our levels of regulations, the domain independent normative ontology, pre-
sented the in Section 2.1 , is extended and instantiated for the TAC SCM domain. The 
TAC SCM normative ontology represents the formal base for agents to reason about 
the specified laws. 

The case study was implemented inside the Eclipse platform [15] by using the Java 
programming language [19] and the Jena API [22] as a programmatic environment for 
OWL and a rule based engine. The Protégé Editor [32] was also used to extended and 
instantiated the TAC SCM normative ontology. The agents from the case study were 
implemented by different developers and were treated as black boxes that have access 
to normative ontologies. 

3.2  Ontology Extension 

In TAC SCM, the roles supplier, manufacturer and customer have distinct goals and, 
consequently, execute specific plans and actions to achieve those. Because of their dif-
ferent characteristics, the Supplier, Manufacturer and Customer concepts were created 
extending the Role concept. The created extended ontology of the TAC SCM domain is 
illustrated in Figure.8. 
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**

 
Figure.8. A normative ontology for a supply chain domain 

The extended ontology has also represented in it all the interaction laws from TAC 
SCM (laws 6.1 to 8.4), but due to the space limit, Figure.8 just illustrates the law 6.1 as 
an example. The law is designed by following the representation pattern for interac-
tions presented in Section 2, i.e. the relation object itself is created as a Norm sub-
concept and it is related with Role sub-concepts. The related dashed boxes called 
“Supplier”, “ObligationToAnswerAllRFQs” and “Manufacturer” illustrated in Figure.8 
represent the interaction law 6.1. 

3.3  Ontology Instantiation 

After extending the domain independent normative ontology for the case study, data 
has to be assigned to it. To simplify the case study, just the “TACEnvironment”, “TA-
COrganization” and the three roles: “ATACSupplier”, “ATACManufacturer” and 
“ATACCustomer” were created as instances of the respective concepts: Environment, 
Organization and Role, from the extended normative ontology. All the identified laws 
(1.1 to 8.4) from the TAC SCM game are represented as instances of the Permition, Ob-
ligation and Prohibition concepts and their associated Penalties are respectively repre-
sented as instances of the PermitionPenalty, ObligationPenalty and ProhibitionPenalty 
concepts. The regulated actions are represented as instances of the Action concept. Due 
to the space limit, just some instances from the case study are presented below to ex-
emplify its instantiation. All the presented instances are illustrated in Figure.9. 

 
Figure.9. Some instances from the TAC supply chain normative ontology 
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The “TACEnvironment” environment with its “ProhibitonToBenefitOthers-
ForOwnUtility” and “ProhibitionToDenialOfServiceAttacks” norms represents the en-
vironment laws 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. The first norm regulates the “BenefitOthers-
ForOwnUtility” action and has associated to it the “ProhibitonPenaltyToBenefi-
tOthersForOwnUtility” penalty. The second norm regulates the “DenialOfServiceAt-
tacks” action and has associated to it the “ProhibitonPenaltyToDenialOfServiceAt-
tacks” penalty. 

The “TACOrganization” organization with its “PermissionToSuppliersSaleToManu-
facturers” and “PermissionToManufacturersSaleToCustomer” norms represents the 
organization law 2.2. The first norm regulates the “SuppliersSaleToManufacturers” ac-
tion and has associated to it the “PermissionPenaltyToSuppliersSaleToManufacturers” 
penalty. The second norm regulates the “ManufacturersSaleToCustomers” action and 
has associated to it the “PermissionPenaltyToManufacturersSaleToCustomer” penalty. 

The “ATACSupplier” role with its “ProhibitionToShipIncompleteOrders” norm 
represents the role law 3.1. The norm regulates the “ShipIncompleteOrders” action and 
has associated to it the “ProhibitionPenaltyToShipIncompleteOrders” penalty.  

Interaction laws have also to be instantiated in the TAC SCM ontology. For exam-
ple, the interaction law 6.1 is represented by the “ATACSupplier” and “ATACManu-
facturer” roles associated by the “ObligationToAnswerAllRFQsInstance” norm. 

4  RELATED WORK 
The work presented in this paper (i) is compared to the one presented in [28] (ii). In (ii), 
regulations take place at the level of interaction laws by managing agents’ interactions 
in order to achieve higher degrees of predictability. The work (ii) uses the notion of in-
teraction laws as an abstraction to regulate agents' interaction based on a conceptual 
model for developing laws in open multi-agent systems. This model is composed of 
static, dynamic and formal definitions. A declarative language – XMLaw – for support-
ing the conceptual model and a software implementation that allows the enforcement 
of laws through the interception of agents' interaction are also presented in (ii). 

Comparing the works (i) and (ii), two main differences can be assessed: the first 
main difference is that in (ii), just interaction laws are defined and regulations are 
based only on this level, while in (i), interaction laws can be combined with environ-
ment laws, organization laws and role laws for a more complete regulation; the second 
main difference is that in (ii), enforcement is done by message interception, when 
agents are not acting according to the defined interaction laws, while in (i) it is not 
done. In (i), instead of enforcement, agents are punished by penalties and can be ban-
ished from the regulated open MAS, i.e. cannot act inside it anymore. In this way, the 
messages changed between agents have their privacy kept and the overload from the 
interception process of all changed messages doesn’t exist.  

Our work (i) is also compared to the one presented in [14] (iii). In (iii), is proposed 
the OMNI (Orgazitional Model for Normative Institutions) framework, which is com-
posed of three dimensions: Normative, Organizational and Ontological, for modeling 
agent organizations. OMNI has the three levels of abstractions with increasing imple-
mentation detail: the Abstract Level, which has the statutes of the organization to be 
modeled, the definitions of terms that are generic for any organization and the ontol-
ogy of the model itself; the Concrete Level, which refines the meanings defined in the 
previous level, in terms of norms and rules, roles, landmarks and concrete ontological 
concepts; and, finally, the Implementation Level, which has the Normative and Orga-
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zitional dimensions implemented in a given multi-agent architecture with the mecha-
nisms for role enactment and for norm enforcement. 

Comparing the works (i) and (iii), both define a meta-ontology with a taxonomy for 
regulations in open MAS. In the approaches, norms recommend right and wrong be-
haviors, which can inspire trust into the regulated MAS. In (iii), enforcement is done by 
any internal agents from the open MAS, in (i) it is not done. The main difference be-
tween the works is that, in (iii) environment laws and role laws are not addressed and 
in (i) they are. 

5  CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we introduced some guidelines for regulations in open MAS with support 
for agents to reason about laws. In our approach, agents’ actions can be regulated by: 
environment laws, organization laws, role laws and interaction laws. The defined laws are 
represented based on a domain independent normative ontology which has six related 
main concepts: Environment, Organization, Role, Norm, Penalty and Action. The norma-
tive ontology has to be instantiated and also can be extended to be used for specific 
domains. 

A case study from the supply chain domain is presented in this work. For the study, 
the normative ontology was extended and instantiated based on the laws classified ac-
cording to our four levels of regulations. As a future work, the layers of logic and rules 
will be better studied in order to get an efficient data retrieving by inference and to 
provide a more precise support for agents’ reasoning in open MAS. 
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